
Don’t take our word for it. Other industry experts 
have turned to our product as a trusted solution.

HD100 Sidekick PSAP
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

A Complete Hearing Solution
The Sidekick is a Personal Sound Amplifier (PSAP).  It is an all-in-one solution that allows the user to 
screen their hearing, physically fit the device, and then program it to their hearing needs. With nothing 
more than a Smartphone, the user can achieve outstanding audio quality and affordable hearing benefit.

Bluetooth Ready
 Use for phone calls

and streaming
music or audio

 Free Customizer App
allows complete
personalization

 Works with iPhone,
Android, and
desktop computers

Easy to Use
 Ready to use right 

out of the box
 Rechargeable

battery with up to
15 hours of life

 No need to use a
Smartphone

 Voice Prompts

Superior Performance 
Wherever You Go
 Everyday mode

personalized for you
 Restaurant mode for

noisy conditions
 Entertainment mode

for music, movies, and
theater experiences

All the Help You Need
 No more button cell

batteries
 For mild to severe losses

Comfortable Form, Discreet Design
 Easily adjusts for personal fit
 Slim style for behind-the-ear placement
 Three color choices



Ready Out of the Box

The Sidekick provides instant 
control.  The device comes fully 
equipped with three modes 
appropriate for different listening 
environments. Right out of the box, 
the following modes can be 
accessed for superior performance 
in varied conditions:

 Everyday Mode
Factory default

 Restaurant Mode
For noisy conditions

 Entertainment Mode
For music, movies, theater

You will hear the device tell you 
which mode has been selected.

SIDEKICK
BLUETOOTH PSAP

Advanced Control: CS Customizer App

To get the most out of the Sidekick, the 
device can be customized via Bluetooth along 
with our free CS Customizer App using a 
Smartphone, tablet or computer. The app is 
intuitive, allowing individual users to self-
measure their unique listening needs and 
preferences, then personalize the Companion 
for those preferences. 

The app can also be used as-needed to
fine-tune the treble, mid and bass frequencies 
for a truly personal listening experience.

Additional Bluetooth Capability

Use the Companion device for accepting 
hands-free phone calls and streaming 
music or audio content.

On-device buttons provide instant control 
out of the box.

Free CS Customizer App provides advanced control for 
personalizing and  fine tuning the device via Bluetooth capability.
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